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Five years to protect
Great Bear
Rainforest

The BC government has acted on the
promise made three years ago to protect
one-third of BC’s globally unique Great
Bear Rainforest and develop the
foundations for a conservation-based
economy in the region. The BC
government’s March 31 announcement
is greatly welcomed, say ForestEthics,
Greenpeace and Sierra Club BC, the
three leading environmental groups that
have worked with the BC government,
First Nations and industry leaders to
ensure the promise would be kept.
The
conservation
model
demonstrates tremendous ecological
and economic gains for the region and a
long-term commitment to ensure the
health of the rainforest and
communities, say the NGOs. ‘
A vision born from environmental
and economic necessity is becoming a
reality on Canada’s west coast,’ said
Stephanie Goodwin of Greenpeace. ‘It’s
a conservation model that other parts of
the world can look to, a model that
shows how protection of ecological
values and human well-being can be
advanced without undermining each
other,’ she adds.’
Major milestones achieved are that
five million acres—an area half the size
of Switzerland—are legally protected
from logging and $120 million is
available to First Nation communities to
help kick-start a new conservation
economy as an alternative to logging
throughout the rainforest.
A new system of ‘lighter touch’
logging, based on Ecosystem-based
Management (EBM), has also been
legislated. This system maintains 50%
of the natural level of old growth forest
in the region. This translates to an
additional 1.7 million acres of forest set
aside from logging.
All parties involved agree that
transitioning from a resource-based
economy to a conservation-based
economy will require more time.
Environmental groups, along with
the BC government, industry and First
Nations, have endorsed a five-year plan
that will see the long-term goals of low
ecological risk and high quality of life in
communities achieved by 2014.
To meet this goal, annual reports will
assess progress. The five-year plan
includes: milestones for reaching 70%
old-growth, maintained over time, from
50%;
ongoing
science-based
collaborative
planning;
and
development of a reserve network
outside of the protected areas.
‘The Great Bear Rainforest is now
one of the most protected forest regions
GREAT BEAR, please turn to page 2
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Grandparents and grandchildren gather beneath the Grandmother Tree at Bluffs Park, Galiano Island, see article page 5.

Infrastructure projects
without environmental
assessment

The federal government has announced that many
infrastructure projects funded under the Building
Canada Plan will be exempted from federal
environmental assessment (EA) requirements.
Changes being made to Environmental Assessment
Act regulations will allow the Minister of the
Environment to ‘streamline’ the EA process by
substituting the provincial process for the federal one,
provided that the provincial process meets federal
criteria for factors considered and public participation.
The exempted projects include certain solid waste,
wastewater, and water facilities as well as public
transit, railways, highways, and bridges. For projects
located near federally-protected environmentally
sensitive areas, only those with total costs of less than
$10 million, and with environmental mitigation
measures in place, will be exempted. However,
provincial, municipal, and federal laws and approvals
will still be required.
The government describes an EA as an assessment
of the potential adverse environmental effects of a
project and identification of measures to eliminate or
mitigate those effects.
The projects chosen for exemption are said to have
‘insignificant’ environmental effects, or those with
environmental benefits. It is estimated that ‘as many as
2,000’ infrastructure projects over two years will be
exempted—a 90% reduction in projects under the
‘communities component’ of the Plan, as well as some
larger projects. The new exemptions have a ‘sunset’
date of March 31, 2011.
The new regulations refer to ‘the current global
economic climate,’ indicating that the changes are
particularly aimed at speeding approvals (which will
still be required) for ‘stimulus’ projects, but a federal
EA will not be compulsory where projects ‘pose
minimal adverse environmental effects.’ The federal
Minister of the Environment will retain the power to
order an EA for any particular project.
The changes are said to draw on past experience
with EAs of projects in the transportation,
infrastructure, and communities areas. Normally, such
projects require EAs if there is any federal funding. 0
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Gag law upset in court ~ Patrick Brown
The BC government’s ‘gag law’, which limited
advertising by ‘third parties’ in the 60 day
period prior to the 28 day ‘election period’ has
been struck down by the BC Supreme Court. A
request by the government to suspend
application of the ruling until after the May 12
election was also refused by the Court.
The government is still considering whether
it will appeal the ruling against the ‘gag law’, but
in the meantime appealed the refusal of the
suspension. That appeal was heard on Friday,
April 3. The government was unsuccessful,
however, as Appeal Court Justice Peter Lowry
upheld the lower court refusal, denying the
government its desired suspension.
As a result, ‘third parties,’ a classification
which includes associations, unions,
individuals, and in fact anyone who is not a
political party, are free to advertise without
restriction until the start of the ‘election period’,
on April 14.
Bill 42, the Election Amendment Act, 2008,
an amendment to BC’s Election Act and known
as the ‘gag law,’ restricted advertising, defined
as:
‘…the transmission to the public by any
means, during the period beginning 60 days

before a campaign period and ending at the end
of the campaign period, of an advertising
message that promotes or opposes, directly or
indirectly, a registered political party or the
election of a candidate, including an advertising
message that takes a position on an issue with
which a registered political party or candidate is
associated, but does not include:
(a) the publication without charge of news,
an editorial, an interview, a column, a letter, a
debate, a speech or a commentary in a bona
fide periodical publication or a radio or
television program;
(b) the distribution of a book, or the
promotion of the sale of a book, for no less than
its commercial value, if the book was planned
to be made available to the public regardless of
whether there was to be an election;
(c) the transmission of a document directly
by a person or a group to their members,
employees or shareholders; or
(d) the transmission by an individual, on a
non-commercial basis on the internet, or by
telephone or text messaging, of his or her
personal political views.’
GAG LAW, please turn to page 3

Minor ferry routes: summer fares canned
BC Ferries has eliminated the peak season fares
on minor routes. Except for the Tsawwassen—
Gulf Islands run, all other minor route fares will
be the same year-round.
‘This step,’ said the announcement, ‘has
been taken to help simplify the tariff.’ This may
be interpreted to indicate that even BC Ferries’
mighty computers can’t keep track of the fares
any more.
Not that it means that summer fares will be
reduced: ‘In moving to a year-round fare, peak
and off-peak rates were blended to calculate the
7.25% price cap increase.’ The mathematical
definition of ‘blended’ is not given. The fares
went up again on April 1, slightly softened by
the continuation of a small fuel cost rebate.

SERIOUS COFFEE

Seasonal pricing was originally introduced
some years ago, ostensibly to encourage people
to travel in the off-season. Most passengers said
they didn’t have a choice as to when they
traveled.
BC Ferries have been encouraging travelers
to use their Experience Card, which gives them
any discounts available, provided they pay in
advance. The discount they get, BC Ferries
advise, is greater than travelers would get on a
group fare, so group fares have been eliminated
on
all
minor
routes
except
for
Tsawwassen–Gulf Islands, where there were
no discounts anyway.
FERRIES, please turn to page 10

locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Sidney—Beacon Avenue

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—Across from the Hospital

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Ave

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza

good reading, great coffee — it’s time to get SERIOUS!

Campbell River—Island Highway near Larwood Rd
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STV - The Pros And Cons ~ Patrick Brown
I think any version of a single transferable vote is better than
what we have at present—the First-Past-the-Post (FPTP) system,
because it ensures that successful candidates have a majority of
the votes behind them. But the proposed version is far from
simple.
It starts with twenty STV regional electoral areas, each with a
number of MLAs proportional to their population—roughly one
MLA to 50,000 people (see related article, page 6). So voters in
each one will be presented with a ballot listing a large number of
candidates, many of whom may not be familiar to voters, or who
may not themselves be familiar with the local area. Under STV,
voters rank candidates (1,2,3, etc.) on their ballot. (For samples of
ballots, search at: BCreferendum2009.ca.)
The vote counting system may be suitable for computers. (See
box to the right for the method of counting votes.) Imagine
scrutineering, and checking the calculation in an electoral area
with, say, 7 MLAs to be elected, 28 candidates, and 170,000
votes cast (assuming a 70% turnout of the 245,000 on the voters
list). With up to 3 counts needed to elect 7 MLAs, this could
mean counting, say, 250,000 votes.
In order to pass scrutiny, the total calculation, from beginning
to end, must be published. (For animated examples, see the
Citizens’ Assembly website www.citizensassembly.bc.ca.)

Previous STV Systems in BC
AT POINT ATKINSON
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ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

YOUR BUSINESS HERE!

Southern Gulf Islands Mismatched

AT FULFORD HARBOUR
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Homogeneous Electoral Areas
According to the Citizens’ Assembly report, the current
requirement that all electoral areas be multi-member has the
objective that the existing electoral areas which are combined
into the proposed STV electoral areas (EAs) be homogeneous.
For example, the Mid-Island STV Electoral Area is not
densely developed, even in Nanaimo, and its electors might be
expected to have similar interests and issues. The North
Island/South Coast STV electoral area is similar.
But the inclusion of the Southern Gulf Islands, decidedly rural,
with the predominantly urban Capital Region STV electoral area
is a mismatch, and not consistent with the recommendations of
the assembly. The Gulf Islands should have been included in
Mid-Island.
This raises the point of whether unique local areas are well
represented in these multi-member STV Electoral Areas.

Call 250-629-3660 or
islandtides@islandtides.com

Day

Compare this to the vote-counting system in the 1952 and 1953
STV-system elections, which was a lot simpler: all first choice
votes were counted, then the candidate with the least votes was
eliminated, and his next choice votes allocated, and so on until
only one candidate per ballot had over 50% of the vote.
There were some multi-member electoral areas, mainly in
urban areas. (Multi-member electoral areas had separate ballots
for each MLA position.) But electoral areas did not have to be
multi-member, as with the current proposed STV system; there
were also many single member electoral areas.
The 1952-53 Alternative Vote (AV) system had been brought
in by the Liberal/Conservative coalition government of the time,
with the expectation that it would be able to retain power, as it
was being challenged by WAC Bennett’s new Social Credit Party.
In 1952, without computers, it still took four weeks to decide
who won, and six weeks before the vote was finalized. But the
result was a Social Credit minority government.
Inevitably, another election followed in 1953: the Liberals and
Conservatives split the first-choice votes, but Social Credit
dominated the second-choice votes, and obtained a clear
majority government. Then Bennett, in order to retain his hold
on power, repealed the proportional representation (AV) system
and went back to the FPTP system; but multi-member electoral
areas persisted until 1991.

GREAT BEAR from page 1
in the world,’ said Jens Wieting of Sierra Club BC. ‘But we must
continue to meet the key milestones we’ve set to achieve our long
term goals of full ecosystem health and thriving local
communities.’
‘If everyone remains committed to the goals and follows
through, this astoundingly rich coastal ecosystem will continue
to support iconic species like the Spirit bear, the conservation of
massive carbon storehouses in thousand-year-old trees and a
bright future for the First Nations communities,’ said Valerie
Langer of ForestEthics.
The accord is the result of intensive work by the BC
government and First Nations governments in collaboration
with Western Forest Products, BC Timber Sales, Canfor, Catalyst
Paper, Interfor and the three environmental organizations. 0

The Method of Counting Votes
The BC-STV procedure is designed to ‘make every vote count’.
It is not perfect. It considers the first choices of all voters.
Depending on the number of candidates and the vote split, it
considers subsequent choices for many of the voters.
(1) Determine the quota of votes necessary to get elected.
(2) Count everyone’s first preference vote.
(3) Did the leading candidate make the quota? If yes, go
to (4) If no, go to (5).
(4) He is declared elected. The number of ‘surplus’ votes
(the number he received in excess of the quota) is
calculated. All his next choice votes are counted. They
are multiplied by a fraction (his ‘surplus’ votes divided
by his total votes) and the resulting number of votes
are allocated to the other candidates. Then go back to
(3) to see whether the next candidate has made the quota.
(5) No candidate (other than those already elected) has
made the quota. So take the last candidate, remove him
from consideration, count his next choice votes, and
allocate them (at full value) to the other candidates. Then
go back to (3) to see whether the next candidate has
made the quota.
Continue until enough candidates have been declared elected.
This box is from an Island Tides February 24, 2005 article on BC-STV. Find it
online at www.islandtides.com in our ‘Back Issues’ or in our ‘Reprints’ (click on
‘BC Politics,’ click on ‘Redesigning BC Democracy’ in left column.) There are
several more articles on BC-STV in this archive.

Originally it was thought that maybe with STV it would be easier
for the Gulf Islands to have a voice in the Legislature. Now it
doesn’t look so certain, as a Southern Gulf Island candidate
would be just one among 28 (say) on the ballot, and would likely
not be well known outside the Islands. He would have to get over
20,000 first place votes to be elected, assuming a 70% turnout.
If there was any kind of vote split at all, that many votes seems
unlikely.

Still Voting For A Party
Voters will be tempted to vote the straight party ‘ticket’ rather
than for the individual, particularly since all the candidates for
one party will be grouped together on the ballot. Campaigning
thus becomes party-driven rather than candidate-centered,
because the parties will not want their candidates running
against each other. It seems unlikely that many voters will split
their votes between parties.
The government would be formed by the party that manages
to take the most STV EAs. This probably does result in a greater
chance of a majority government, but less chance of a variety of
viewpoints being represented either in the government or in the
legislature.

STV Preferred: Fine Tuning Required
Compared to the previous 1952/53 STV system, the vote
counting system is too complicated to be easily understood,
though we do have computers now (and, I would expect, voting
machines).
However the proposed STV system may be slightly fairer, in
that very few votes are wasted, either through being discarded or
unneeded to elect a front-runner.
The multi-member electoral area combinations favour
regional blocs rather than local representation, and would
definitely have an effect on campaigning strategy.
Is this version of STV better than the present FPTP system,
with single-member electoral areas? Yes, but forcing all the
existing electoral areas into large multi-member electoral areas
may not be such a great idea. It’s two big changes at once, and
maybe some fine tuning will be required. 0

2007 federal election
mysteries resurface
In the Saanich-Gulf Islands federal riding, questions about a lastminute telephone campaign for a candidate who had withdrawn,
and the origin of four organizations who advertised for winning
Conservative candidate Gary Lunn, still remain unanswered.
In the last few days before voting day, many voters were
telephoned with a recorded message urging them to vote for
NDP candidate Julian West, who had withdrawn from the race,
but whose name remained on the ballot, due to a printing
deadline. The telephone calls apparently came from the
telephone number of NDP riding association president Bill
Graham, but he denied having originated them. NDP noncandidate West finished fourth, receiving 3,667 votes.
The race was close; Lunn won with 27,988 votes over Liberal
Briony Penn, who polled 25,367 votes. Green Party candidate
2007 ELECTION, please turn to page 10
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Blueprint for a green New Deal

G

reen Party co-leader Dr Russel Norman
has called on New Zealand’s National
Party minority government to use
environmentally friendly initiatives to tackle
the effect of the global recession. At the Green
Party of Aotearoa New Zealand’s annual State
of the Planet Address at Henderson in West
Auckland he called for a ‘Green New Deal’.
Norman challenged the current new
Zealand Government to implement four
measures : to reinstate the axed $1 billion plan
to upgrade home insulation during the next 15
years; that government should buy only the
most fuel-efficient cars for its fleet, saving $30
million a year; to match spending on roads with
spending on public transport; and to cut oil
consumption by one quarter in the next 10
years, saving the economy $2 billion a year.
He went on to talk in detail about housing,
innovation, energy efficiency, and transport.
The following is an edited version of his
address.

Housing
First, we must make sure every man, woman
and child has a safe roof over his or her head—
there are working families living in garages in
this country. We must embark on a major
building programme for more social housing.
We need to weatherproof our existing homes—
make them warm and dry and safe so that our
children are healthy.
So my first challenge to the National
Government is to immediately reinstate the
billion dollar Green Homes Fund. The Green
Homes Fund can be a shot of adrenalin for the
building sector. And it will cut power bills for
Kiwis. It will create much needed jobs. It is for
the common good and it is commonsense.
The houses we build will be energy efficient,
warm dry and healthy. They will be in mediumdensity developments with protected greenspace nearby for people to grow food and
children to play. They will be built on public
transport routes so that people can travel easily
even when the price of oil goes through the
roof. The rent will be affordable to all. These
homes will be the beating heart of our Green
New Deal.
For every dollar spent on insulating cold
houses, there is close to a two dollar benefit in
energy and health savings. This means less
time off work, less time off school and a better
quality of life.
GAG LAW from page 1
Originally, the ban period was proposed to
be 120 days, but was reduced to 60 days after
legislative debate, before Bill 42 was passed.
Limits on advertising spending during the 28
day election period, by both political parties and
third parties, were not affected by the Bill and
remain in effect.

Supreme Court Actions
The BC Teachers’ Federation, joined by the
Federation of Post-Secondary Educators of
British Columbia, British Columbia Division of
the Canadian Union of Public Employees, and
the British Columbia Nurses’ Union challenged
the legislation in Supreme Court on the
grounds that it contravened the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, in restricting
free expression of opinion. The provincial
Attorney General, opposing the challenge,
admitted the restriction, but claimed that the
restrictions were intended to create a ‘level
playing field’ and were justified on these
grounds.
The hearings were held in mid-December
before Mr Justice Kenneth Cole. On Friday,
March 27, Justice Cole gave notice that his
decision would sustain the unions’ Charter
challenge; his Reasons for Decision were
published on March 30.

The Decisions
Justice Cole, noting that the legislature was in
session during the pre-election period, and that
the Speech from the Throne, a Budget, and the
passing of legislation took place while the ban
was in place, ruled that the harm that was done
to free expression by third parties exceeded the

And they will not be ghettos. Because we, as
a society, will invest in building strong
communities, and listen to Van Jones (Time
Magazine 2008 Environmental Hero, author of
The Green Collar Economy) who says get the
‘greenest solutions to the poorest people,’
create millions of green-collar jobs with a
proportion going to the chronically
unemployed. Jones says it well: ‘The Green
economy should not just be about reclaiming
thrown-away stuff. It should be about
reclaiming thrown-away communities.’ We will
create employment opportunities, we will
connect people who need work with work that
needs people—while making sure our welfare
state is robust enough to help those who just
can’t get ahead.

Innovation
The second plank in our Green New Deal is
innovation. New green technology is within our
grasp, if we take the opportunity.
New forms of renewable energy are rapidly
coming on-stream around the world. The
European Union has embraced this technology
and has legislated that nearly 40% of all
electricity must be renewable by 2020. US
President Obama believes in Green innovation
and plans for a quarter of electricity to come
from renewable sources by 2025. Clean energy
is a technological wave that can carry us
through the storm. We can ride it or get left
behind. We can pursue greater sustainability
and prosperity or drown in a sea of pollution
and debt. What must we do? How can the
government position us to ride this wave—help
us save our planet and our economy?
For one thing we need to support Kiwi
businesses that make stuff here —not abandon
the successful ‘Buy Kiwi Made’ campaign. And
we also need to set the right combination of
market signals, standards and regulations, and
to combine it with government funded research
to spur greater innovation. Markets will only be
part of the solution when the right signals exist.
But right now our National-led government is
sending the wrong signals. Currently we have a
market which is back-to-front. Fossil fuel
companies pass their greenhouse gas costs
onto the taxpayer and the environment but
renewable energy companies do not. The
marketplace is rigged to discourage green
innovation.
In the same way government sets signals for

Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank

T

hirty-six hours of rain with some sleet
thrown in will change the landscape of
your home area and your assumptions
about spring in the Gulf Islands! The waterlevel had dropped nicely in the cultivated
garden areas allowing for digging, weeding,
planting, and contemplative touring. Not now:
gardens and paths are gooey; the soil is
waterlogged and every plant is drenched. With
such cool temperatures the soil temperature is
low and so is the evaporation rate. The creek is
roaring along beside the house—nothing like
the Red River in Manitoba but nevertheless an
auditory reminder.
My love of gardening loses it’s inspiration
when my fingers are freezing, there is a crisp
wind blowing and my parka is getting in the
way of raking and weeding! Even now, in April,
the grass is barely growing in the home area
pastures. Pasture that is grazed and lawns that
are mown have different growth patterns. The
big pasture was grazed heavily by a flock of
sheep from late last spring until the end of
October when the temperatures dipped and the
grass no longer grew, so that its lack of recovery
is not surprising. However, the lawn around the
house has not come on either.

Instead of soaring and a long dive, her
method is to wait in the branches of a nearby
tree and launch an explosive attack—feathers
everywhere! The chickens take her presence
very seriously and instead of ducking under the
cedar trees for cover as they do with those
amateur eagles—they speed to the coop and are
noiseless within.
Last month, Jon came up to check on all the
din the chickens and turkeys were making and
this hawk was chasing a chicken around a small
cedar tree, and one of our big roosters was
chasing the hawk—I did say immature
goshawk!
For a while, we were losing a hen every other
day—$8 for a laying hen and all the feed they
have eaten starts to add up. Wildness versus
agriculture—a long-time collision between
humans and wild animals. Farmers have to
plead our case—some day chicken farming on
islands may become too costly and inefficient to
maintain! Meanwhile, having this very efficient,
gorgeous predator show up with such different
behaviors is very entertaining and instructive
for me but not for the chickens!

Rope Rescue & Fire Training
Saturna volunteer firefighters, Cassie Hull,
Brent Sohier, Tony Simmonds, Peter Clarke,
Kevin O’Hara and Trevor Morris went to
Pender Island to attend a 3-day Technical
High-Angle Rope Rescue course.
‘It was a blast!’, said Kevin O’Hara. Why was
it a blast? Because there was so much hands-on
learning—five different scenarios on five
different hills with excellent instructors.
Including prep study, the course was 30 hours
long. A further two segments; operations and
technical will be taught later in the year.
Course costs were supported by the Saturna
Fire Protection Society. Transportation to
Pender was provided by Brent Sohier using the

Hawks And Chickens
An immature northern goshawk has taken up
residence at Haggis Farm. Two of us studied
her as she dined expertly on a recently alive egglayer, claws locked into the carcass, sharp beak
stripping back muscle as she leaned way back.
Feisty and brave, she purposefully ignored us
keeping to her task while we softly discussed
coloring, size, and markings, peering at her
through binoculars and consulting bird books.
This mid-sized hawk is a rare bird for these
parts and an adept hunter—grouse, rabbits and
squirrels being her traditional dining
preference. The Island is very low on the usual
prey so chickens provide easy fast-food.

SATURNA, please turn to page 10

NEW DEAL, please turn to page 8

benefits to an ‘egalitarian’ election, and
therefore the ‘gag law’ contravened the Charter,
and was struck down.
The Attorney General, on hearing of the
decision, applied for a suspension of its
application until after the election, to give the
government time to consider an appeal.
However, Justice Cole noted that the legislature
was still in session on March 27, when he
announced his decision, and the government
was still free to introduce substitute legislation.
On these grounds, he refused the suspension.
The Attorney General said that the time
available before the legislature was prorogued
on March 31 was not sufficient to do this, and so
no legislative action was taken.

Commentary
Clearly, this is a case where ‘time is of the
essence’. Every day that the judgment striking
down the ‘gag law’ remains in effect is a day
when the government’s ‘third party’ opponents
(and, for that matter, supporters) are free to
advertise.
There seems no end to the legal maneuvers
that the Attorney General is willing to
undertake in order to restore the ‘gag law’, at
least for the period before April 14, when the
writ announcing the 2009 provincial election
will be filed.
The provincial government’s attempts to
delay the application of the judgment has
similarities to the legal tactics that have delayed
for five years the trial in the Basi/Virk case,
which is concerned with the sale of BC Rail to
CN. 0
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CARETAKER POSITION
Tunstall Bay Community Association
Bowen Island, B.C.
The Tunstall Bay Community Association (TBCA) is a private
community recreation centre providing a swimming pool, clubhouse,
tennis courts, wharf and boathouse to a diverse community of
approximately 300 TBCA members in the beautiful, seaside
neighbourhood of Tunstall Bay on Bowen Island, B.C.
TBCA is hiring a mature couple to undertake Caretaker duties of
TBCA grounds, facility and pool as year-round residents in the on-site
TBCA Caretaker cottage. Duties include: facility security, pool
maintenance, clubhouse janitorial duties, grounds maintenance,
liaison with the TBCA Board, its members and guests, and other
related duties. Position start date: early May.
Waterfront cottage accommodation is provided rent-free year round
plus a $600/month stipend. This position is best suited to candidates
with an alternate source of income as this is mostly seasonal work:
full-time work during May–September with a focus on pool, clubhouse
and grounds maintenance; and part-time duties during October–April
such as facility rentals and light cleaning. Full-time security would be
a primary responsibility.
Experience with lawn and grounds maintenance is required. Pool
maintenance experience is an asset but training will be provided.
Excellent communication skills, people skills, flexibility, and a positive
attitude are essential.
Please submit your resume, letter of interest and references by April
15, 2009 to: Selection Committee, Tunstall Bay Community
Association, Y-5, Bowen Island, B.C., V0N 1G0 or to
dee_elliott@yahoo.com or for more information, please call Dee
Elliott at 604-947-0138.

The CBC is a vital and continuing trustee of Canada’s culture and
identity, both in law and in substance.
Today, its financial situation is evidence of the continuing
denial of its mandate by many successive governments. It is
ludicrous and reprehensible that the achievement of its national
responsibilities should depend now on unpredictable and
volatile revenues from advertising, and even from the sale of
assets!
It is time that the structure and financial base of the CBC
reflected its importance to the nation, its necessary permanence,
its independence from passing governments, and its
responsibility to the people of Canada.

and its ability to be predominantly and distinctively Canadian.
Despite this, the CBC has shown considerable creativity and
enterprise in pursuing all aspects of its mandate, both in its
programming and its delivery on AM and FM radio, television,
and the internet.

CBC’s Financial Crunch

Today, all media are suffering from reduced advertising
revenues because of the current economic situation. But unlike
its privately owned competitors, the CBC has had no opportunity
to build reserves during good times to carry it through bad times;
it must depend on the government of the day for that.
And the government of the day has failed the CBC, even
refusing a request for an operating loan. To quote Heritage
The CBC’s Mandate
Minister James Moore: ‘It’s causing real challenges and CBC is
Briefly, the CBC’s mandate, as set out in the 1991 Broadcasting going to have to tackle those challenges in their own way and I
Act, defines it as the national public broadcaster, and requires its have confidence that they’re going to do it in a way that’s
programming to be made
effective.’
available throughout Canada, to Just as Canada’s constitution defines the needs of
In other words, ‘The CBC
be
predominantly
and the nation and its citizens for governance, the CBC’s may have a permanent
distinctively Canadian, to serve mandate defines the needs of the nation and its mandate, but don’t ask this
the regions of Canada, in citizens for a common experience, access to government to fund it.’ Well,
English and French, to actively
information, and a national forum. An independent CBC management has tackled
contribute to culture, to
broadcaster is just as vital to the functioning of the those challenges in their own
contribute to shared national
way: eliminate 800 employees
consciousness, and to reflect the nation as an independent judiciary.
(10% of the total; 80 from the
multicultural and multiracial nature of Canada.
news department alone) and sell (if it can) $125 million in assets
Just as Canada’s constitution defines the needs of the nation (leasing them back at higher cost).
and its citizens for governance, the CBC’s mandate defines the
Clearly, this is a temporary band-aid on a long-term
needs of the nation and its citizens for a common experience, suppurating sore. It is time to change the game.
access to information, and a national forum.
Independence and Funding
Further, the Act guarantees the CBC’s independence in
Section (52) (1). ‘Nothing in Sections 53 to 70 (financial In the 21st century, an independent broadcaster is just as vital to
provisions) shall be interpreted or applied so as to limit the the functioning of the nation as an independent judiciary.
If the CBC ceased to be treated as a government department,
freedom of expression or the journalistic, creative or
programming independence enjoyed by the Corporation in the and had assured long-term funding, it would regain its
pursuit of its objects and in the exercise of its powers.’
independence, both from the government and from advertisers,
All Canadians have a right to the services that the CBC has a and once more be able to focus on its mandate.
mandate to deliver.
With these objectives in mind, the CBC should be
But administratively, the Act establishes the CBC as a restructured as an independent non-profit foundation, backed
government department, currently reporting to the Minister of by investments limited to the government bonds of Canada and
Heritage, and required to submit an annual budget for approval the provinces. The capital required for the CBC Foundation
by the government of the day. And over the years, governments would be provided by the government.
have required that the CBC depend increasingly on revenue from
In other words, the federal government would invest in the
sales of television advertising—currently 40% of a total annual CBC Foundation, which would in turn, through purchases of
budget of some $2 billion—to carry out its mandate.
government bonds, invest in the government.
This has led the CBC to compete with private broadcasters for
Such a structure is not, as it may appear, mere financial
advertising, and to seek greater viewing audiences to attract
sleight-of-hand. True, the government’s initial investment would
advertisers. This has demonstrably affected its independence
EDITORIAL, please turn to page 10

Readers’ Letters
Recent History of Transboundary
Marine Protected Area
Dear Editor:
I am a PhD candidate, currently based at UBC. My work is
focusing on the transboundary Orca Pass Initiative (OPI) during
the period 2000-2005.
What I am particularly interested in is bringing to the surface,
as best I can, the various sensitivities and visions that revolve
around that endeavour, in particular with regard to the
possibility of setting up a protected area that would span across
the border.
Islands Tides is superbly positioned to have a panoramic view
of how Gulf Islanders relate to the concept of the Salish Sea, how
they think about the Gulf Islands as part of an archipelago that
also includes the San Juan Islands and how they relate to the
idea of a stewardship on the BC side of Haro Strait that, together
with the exiting San Juan Stewarship Area, would form one
coherent transboundary marine area.
I would like to contact people other than Georgia Strait
Alliance members and Island Trustees, who can give me
information about how local communities, citizen groups and
residents in the Southern Gulf Islands felt about the initiative
during the period 2000–2005. I can be contacted at
henriette.bastrupbirk@gmail.com.
Henriette Bastrup-Birk, Vancouver

Galiano Exemption from Section 21,
PMFL Act
Dear Minister Krueger:
I write in support of a pilot exemption for Galiano from PMFL
regulations. (see Island Tides March 12, ‘Local groups lobby for

IS YOUR

WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?

Trust Area exemption from PMFL’)
The Galiano Local Trust Committee needs to proceed with an
OCP review; including the task maintaining local control of its
Forest Lands—40% of the area of the island. At present any
changes in the OCP concerning Forest Lands would be trumped
by the requirements of the PMFL Act , as I understand it.
This conflict would be eliminated on the granting of
exemption for Galiano so that the Local Trust Committee can
proceed to carry out its mandate. The OCP review for this island
is overdue.
I strongly urge your favourable consideration of this request
in the very near future.
Patricia Joyce, Galiano Island

Private River-Power
Dear Editor:
Plutonic Power CEO Donald McInnes is right about one
thing and that is that Campbell River and the North Island
could become a hub for renewable energy production. But
he is flat out wrong when he touts the industrialization of
Bute Inlet as a way to achieve it.
McInnes dismisses conservation because he is in the
business of mega-development and selling electricity. What
would we expect him to say? The truth perhaps? That we
simply do not need his river-killing, get-rich-quick scheme
to meet our needs.
He claims that ‘conservation’s not going to cut it,’ as we
use six times the amount of electricity than other G7
countries do. Then surely we should be taking a long, hard
look at why we use that much power, instead of blindly
accepting we are consuming far too much and carrying on to
drain Bute’s wild rivers to make more?
Just as building more roads under the guise of reducing
congestion actually increases traffic, so adding generation
capacity will only result in more power being used. The cold,
hard truth is we need to stop sucking up so much juice.
If, as we implement deep conservation measures and
LETTERS, turn to next page
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Mouat’s Trading Co. - Downtown Ganges,
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‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $31.50 • With image $36.75 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42 • With image $47.25 (max 70 words)
Payment with order only. VISA credit card accepted

Thursdays, April 9 & April 30

Saturday, April 18

Pender Film Group Screenings—THUR APR 9: Doubt
(2008)—in 1964 a nun confronts a priest after suspecting him of
abusing a black student; THUR APR 30: Sigure Ros, Heima
(2007)—in summer 2006, Icelandic band Sigur Ros returned
home to play a series of free, unannounced concerts; wonderfully
filmed • All films 7:30pm, except where otherwise noted •
Community Hall • Admission by donation • Info:
www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Friday to Monday, April 10 to 13

Galiano Concert Series presents Safa— Amir Koushkani,
François Houle and Sal Ferreras, great musicians on their own, as
a group one of Canada’s premier world
music ensembles • Cabaret 6:30pm with
special
desserts
($5
minimum);
performance 7:30pm • South Galiano
Community Hall • Tickets: adults $25; kids
15 & under, with paying adult free, other
students $12, at Galiano Island Books or at the door • ON
GALIANO ISLAND

Easter Weekend Daily Fun Swims—enjoy the wavepool,
waterslide, diving boards, toddler pool, swirlpool, steam, sauna,
and length swimming • FRI: 10am-12pm & 1-4pm; SAT: 1-4pm &
6:30-8:30pm; SUN: 10am-12pm & 1-4pm MON: 10am-12pm, 14pm & 6:30-8:30pm • Saanich Commonwealth Place, 4636 Elk
Lake Drive (right off Pat Bay Hwy at Royal Oak exit) • 24–hour
Swim Info-line: 250-475-7620 or visit www.saanich.ca • IN
SAANICH

Mayne Island Music Society presents
Earthmen—progressive funk/blues quartet for
a grooving dance party guaranteed to make you
move • Ag Hall • 7:30pm • Advance tickets $15 at
Happy Tides, $18 at the door, children under 12
free, students half price • ON MAYNE ISLAND

Saturday, April 18

Saturdays, April 11 & May 9

Saturday, April 18

STV-BC—make your vote count on May 12; join us for
information and discussion • Pender School Gym • 2-4pm • Info:
pmk@shaw.ca, 250-629-3220; gregnicholls@shaw.ca, 250-6296223 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturna Arts and Concert Society
Michael
Kaeshammer—presents
the
renowned jazz pianist • Community Hall •
doors open 7pm, concert starts at 7:30pm•
Tickets $20.00 available at the door • ON
SATURNA ISLAND

Easter Sunday, April 12
10th Annual South Pender Easter Art Walk—come out and
see what South Pender artists have created over the winter
months; ten studios showing work on canvas, paper, fabric, glass,
photography, jewellery; walk, bike or drive; look for the yellow
balloons; pick up your passport at any studio and enter our draw
for an Easter basket of gifts from participating South Pender
artists • 12-5pm • Info: Susan Taylor, 250-629-6661 • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Easter Sunday, April 12
Easter at Otter Bay—Easter egg hunt and
Sunday brunch • Otter Bay Marina • 9:30am,
brunch 10am • Free Easter Egg Hunt, brunch $15.95
adults, $7.50 children • Info: 250-629-3579 • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Tues, April 14 to Tues, April 28
Salt Spring Painters Guild Spring Art Show &
Sale—‘The Rites of Spring’; opening reception Apr 14, 57pm• ArtSpring galleries, 100 Jackson Avenue, Ganges •
Daily 10am-4pm• ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Fri & Sat, April 17 & 18, 24 & 25
Grace Jordan is ‘Shirley Valentine’—a comedy by Willy
Russell; show part of the 2009 westcoast tour •
SOOKE: April 17 & 18: Sooke Community Theatre,
The Edward Milne School, 6218 Sooke Rd. • Tickets:
adults $18, students $10 at the school, 250-6426371, or at the door ; GABRIOLA: April 24 & 25: The
Phoenix Rm, The Haven, 240 Davis Rd • Tickets:
adults $18 students $10, Artworks 250-247-7412 •
All showtimes 7:30pm • Tour details www.shirleyvalentine.ca • IN
SOOKE AND ON GABRIOLA ISLAND

Friday to Sunday, April 17 to 19
Clayworks Pottery Show and Sale—come and view new work
by 12 of the Gulf Islands/Victoria area’s finest
potters and clay artists; pieces range from
functional kitchenware, to sculpture, to framed
wall reliefs • Mary Winspear Centre • FRI: 59pm, SAT & SUN: 10am–4pm • Admission free
• Info: sldolph@telus.net • IN SIDNEY

Local & Salish Sea-wide Visibility For Your Event
LETTERS from previous page
usage caps and are making the transition to electric vehicles,
we find we do need more electricity, there are far more
appropriate ways to generate it. Wind, geothermal, solar and
ocean power are all possible right on our doorstep, not 450
kilometres worth of clearcut-powerlines away in Bute Inlet.
The green way to make clean power is close to existing
transmission lines, even within urban centres where the
power is used, with regional management guiding
development, not corporate control dictating it.
Have we not learned with the collapse of the coastal
forest industry that large scale corporate models do not
operate for the benefit of the community or last over the
long haul? They exist to make money for the shareholders
and when the cash dries up they pack up and leave town.
Installing solar panels and solar hot water heaters
manufactured locally on every residence and place of
business, retrofitting homes with better insulation and
replacing hot water tanks with on-demand systems is a start
toward creating hundreds of jobs right here in town.
Developing new clean tech products and exporting our
innovations to the rest of BC and Canada is a much better
plan for long-term economic stability in our region than
camp janitor jobs for Plutonic and their imported workforce.
Is pushing the wild salmon and magnificent grizzly bear
closer to extinction really the price we are willing to pay so
we can have a socket every eight feet on our walls? That is
the fiction McInnes would have us believe. The truth is we
do not have to dam our invaluable rivers to make power that
we either do not, or should not need, when we can create
jobs solving the problem right here in town. Nor should our
tax money be bankrolling a corporate mega-project that will
cost the public purse hundreds of millions in subsidies and
lost rights and freedoms so they can make billions they'll
take offshore at the very time when our own governments
are running deficits.
If Campbell River and the North Island are to become a
centre for renewable energy generation and technology then
we need to get it right. Allowing Plutonic Power to steal our
rivers to prop up General Electric’s balance sheet is going to
do nothing for the long-term prosperity of this community.
In fact by delaying us from the changes and investment we

Tuesday, April 21
Raffi at ArtSpring—a multi-media evening in
support of the Centre for Child Honouring’s
bold and much-lauded vision for societal
transformation, marking the start of the
Centre’s ‘Spirit of One Campaign’—The
Honorable Iona Campagnolo, Honorary Patron • ArtSpring •
7:30pm • Admission free, by reserved ticket 250-537-2102 • Info:
www.RaffiNews.com • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Wed, April 22 thru Sun, April, 26
The Syringa Tree—Theatre One presents Pamela Gien’s one
woman play; a story of an abiding love between two families, one
black, one white, and the two children that are born into their
shared South African household in the early 1960s • Malaspina
Theatre at VIU • Tickets: Port Theatre Box Office 250-754-8550
www.porttheatre.com/tickets.html • Info: 250-754-7587
www.theatreone.org • IN NANAIMO

Friday, April 24
Mayne Island Music Society presents
Lynn Miles—Miles sings lusciously on her
fifth country-tinged, folk-pop album •
Agricultural Hall • 7pm • Advance tickets $15
at Happy Tides, $18 at the door, children
under 12 free, students half price • ON MAYNE
ISLAND

Saturday & Sunday, April 25 & 26
Oceanside Garden Show—Urban Farming: Beauty & Bounty
Entwined; join us for two fabulous days all about gardening; visit
indoor & outdoor booths featuring seeds to trees, flowers & food,
garden experts, landscapers, furniture, art and more; daily
workshops • Coombs Fairgrounds, Ford Road • 10am-3pm • Info
or
to
exhibit:
Debbie
Schug,
250-954-7434
www.oceansidegardenshow.com IN COOMBS

Saturday, May 9
The Galiano Grind—join your community for a fun hike up
Mount Galiano; proceeds from a summit bake sale will support
The Galiano Fitness Centre; lots of prizes • 12:30pm, meet at the
Galiano Club trail head off of Active Pass Drive • Info : 250-5392324 or galianofitness@yahoo.ca • ON GALIANO ISLAND

should be making it will simply compound the difficulties we
already face. The North Island has the resources and talent
to write our own story and now is the time to do so. Which
are we going to believe: the stranger's fiction or the plain
honest truth?
Philip Stone, BC Greens Candidate–North Island

Which Way To A Healthier Economy?
Dear Editor:
Every third generation experiences the downside of capitalism.
We are that generation in a Great Recession. So what to do?
Mr Harper said off-air to Fox News that he does not believe
in intervention—hence we have not seen action from him. Mr
Ignatieff has said, ‘Mr Harper, create jobs or lose yours.’ Mr
Layton has said provide social support. Who is right?
In Western Canada, the editorial pages are filled with people
saying, let Ontario manufacturing die; they make awful stuff
anyway. They support Mr Harper’s view of the world.
In Central Canada, people say invest and support jobs. Now
is the time to correct systemic problems and create jobs for
tomorrow. They support Mr Ignatieff's view.
Those in immediate need want help to ease the present pain
of their misery. They support Mr Layton.
When a patient is sick, is the solution to let it die, (Mr.
Harper’s way)? Or, stabilize the patient (Mr Layton) and perform
corrective surgery and then start over with a healthier lifestyle
(Mr Ignatieff).
Eugene Parks, Victoria 0
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Grandparents raising
grandchildren connect
through nature ~ Patti Pringle
It was a grand day. It was simply one day at the beach, but loaded
with hopes of grandeur. The sun was shining, the water reflecting
and the beach dazzling. After a year of discussing, months of
planning and weeks of organizing, the Galiano Conservancy
Association finally joined with Parent Support Services Society of
BC and many dedicated volunteers to provide an opportunity for
Grandparents Raising Grandchildren to visit Galiano Island.
The Galiano Conservancy Association’s ‘From the Forest to
the Sea’ watershed education program brings people (especially
youth) to experience a natural and rural setting where they can
study ecosystems ranging from ocean, to salmon stream, to
forest, to wetland. Surprisingly there are children that have never
been to a beach let alone held a sea cucumber. It is marvellous to
watch a child open up to the wonders of nature.
Such a transformation happened when a group of
grandparents and their grandchildren arrived on Galiano for a
one day adventure. We all piled into the local shuttle bus and
headed for Montague Harbour Provincial Marine Park, a
beautiful place with shell beaches as white as snow, a mature
forest, a saltwater lagoon and sealife that makes science turn on
its axis. The excitement was as high as the afternoon sun as the
kids ran off to the shore to see what they could find. They had
only just met but joined in a kinship of circumstance. An
itinerary had been carefully planned but was quickly tossed in
favour of a more loose exploration. For many, focus was difficult
but their attention was grasped by the life around them.
And as for the grandparents, it was a time to relax. To sit on
the beach, enjoy the day, and allow us to guide the kids in their
adventures. The struggles that these folks had gone through, to
fight for their grandchildren and to balance their lives, was truly
inspiring. They do it simply for family, for love, and for the sake
of the children. I was taken by how these two generations
managed to connect with each other.
I was quite new to the idea of grandparents filling a parent
role and hadn’t given much thought to the difficulties of trying to
raise a grandchild. I have very fond childhood memories of bird
watching, gardening, and walks with grandma. I now watch the
same interactions with my mom and my niece and realize the
sacred space nature creates between them—whether it is a
sunset or a fallen leaf.
According to the Canadian Census in 2006, there are 9,940
grandchildren being raised by their grandparents in British
Columbia. There are many facets that can cause the nuclear
family to breakdown, from mental health and medical issues, to
addictions and accidents, or a lack of skill or willingness on the
part of the parents to take the responsibility for their children.
Once it has occurred, the children are cared for by other relatives
or become a ward of the state.
Grandparents face enormous struggles in coming to the
decision to take their grandchildren. Can I do it again? How will
I afford it, and still have anything for my retirement? What if my
health will not allow me to continue parenting these children
until they are adults? Other challenges include children with fetal
alcohol syndrome disease, abandonment issues, behaviour
problems due to abuse suffered in their young lives, or living
without proper nutrition, kindness and care.
No matter what the situation, it is always possible for the
miracle of nature to bring light to the lives and hearts of many. It
helped me realize that even though I am not a parent, I have the
responsibility to be a role model for a whole generation.
It is for the children and for the future that Galiano
Conservancy Association reconnects people with nature and with
themselves and hopes to expand this program across the province
and, who knows, maybe across Canada. If you are interested in
joining us on Galiano or beginning a nature program in your area,
do not hesitate to call 250-539-2424 or email
education@galianoconservancy.ca. Bursaries are available.
Thanks to our funders who made this day possible:
Mountain Equipment Co-op, the Muttart Foundation, Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada–
PromoScience, and Nature Canada.
Patti Pringle is an Environmental Educator and CoCoordinator with the Galiano Conservancy Association. 0
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less impact on the environment.
Slinger services also available.

30

YEARS EXPERIENCE

OnsiteConcrete.ca
1-877-MIX-HERE (649-4373)
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Commentary by Rafe Mair

BC-STV video contest

WhyWe Don’t Need
Private River-Power

British Columbians for BC-STV has launched an online video
contest, open to all BC residents. To enter, simply make a short
video (maximum size: 500 Mbyte) that: educates the viewer
about one or more of BC-STV’s core values; educates the viewer
about one or more technical aspects of BC-STV, or is supportive
of BC-STV.
Videos may be humorous or serious. More than one video
may be submitted. Five winning entries will be chosen by the
public voting online using a preferential ballot in the style of BCSTV. More Details can be found at: www.bcstv.tv. 0

Voluntary Subscription? Keep
meaning to send it in? Help keep
all this great news coming!

Did something in this edition:

As I write this it’s one meeting down, six to go on my seven
speeches in seven days tour. It is my intention to speak in every
corner of the province against the privatizing of our power.
Since I began this fight I’ve been wondering what argument
the government was going to put up; it being impossible for me
to see anything to be said for this energy plan.
Forgive me if I go over some old ground but as the
government’s spin is now becoming clearer I think it’s time to
put some things in perspective.
First, let me say that Save Our Rivers Society is opposed to
any privatization of power. We have been well served by BC
Hydro since the late ’60s and we’d be damned fools to let it go.
Second, here’s what the government story is. We need power,
they tell us, and quote statistics to demonstrate this. They use BC
Hydro figures to demonstrate this but they do not include the
12% of power that comes from other sources such as Alcan, Teck
Cominco, Fortis and the like. The Federal Energy Board, an
independent body which issues the export permits, has BC as a
net exporter in most years.
At the meeting in Squamish there was a man with an interest
in private river-power and his mantra was ‘we need power
therefore we must encourage private river-power.’ He spent
much of his questioning stating and demonstrating the need for
more power, especially into the future.
I confronted him with this fatal argument. ‘Sir,’ I said, ‘even if
we did need power—indeed let’s say for sake of argument we
need it badly—private power would be the very last place we
would look to get help because private river-power can only
produce power during spring run-off, when BC Hydro’s
reservoirs are full.’
Let’s pause here for a moment. You cannot store electricity in
any quantity, what you store is water in the reservoir behind the
dam. BC Hydro has huge reservoirs behind their dams along
with other reservoirs. For all practical purposes, river plants can’t
store water so must make their electricity when the river is
flowing sufficiently high to turn their generators. Thus the only
power that private river-power can produce comes when BC
Hydro doesn’t need it. It follows then, that the power generated
is for export. My private river friend had to admit I was right.
But he and his government friends continually ignore that

James Alfred Green ~ 1913-2009
James (Jim) Green passed
away peacefully March 25 at
his home in Sidney, BC
surrounded by his family. He
was a wonderful husband,
father and grandfather who
will be dearly missed by all
family and friends.
Predeceased by his wife of
65 years, Irene, daughter-inlaw Barbara Green, and
granddaughter Deidre Green.
He leaves behind his son
Barry, daughter Carole
Dodgson,
grandchildren
Randy (Lori), Janet Northrup
(Rob), Danielle Dodgson,
Caroline Karrer (Larry) and Robert Dodgson (Cindy), great
grandchildren Amanda Petrachuck (Steve), Matthew
Northrup, Alexandra Karrer and Erik Dodgson, great-greatgrandchildren Zachery and Zoe Ann Petrachuck.
Jim lived a wonderful long life and was blessed with being
able to travel to many places with his wife Irene before her
death. He was a wonderful gardener, and enjoyed his time
working in the garden right up to a few months before his
passing. A Memorial Service will be held at a later date for
family and close friends. In lieu of flowers please make a
donation to either the Heart and Stroke or BC Cancer
Foundation on his behalf.
truth and re-kindle once more their mantra that we need the
power so we must put in private river schemes even though they
know that this simply doesn’t follow.
This technique is the ‘big lie’—which holds that the bigger the
lie you tell, the easier it is to get acceptance. As long as the
government and private river-power producers keep saying ‘we
need the power, therefore we need private energy producers’
there will be some acceptance of that nonsense. I suggest that we
meet this lie by saying the plain truth over and over—even if we
did need power there is no way that private river-power could
provide it.
There was another interesting opinion expressed by way of a
question. ‘Shouldn’t we, as good neighbours, help the United
States with their energy crisis?’
Not, surely, until they’ve exhausted their own solutions. Why
RIVERS, please turn to page 10

Getting ready for the election and referendum

• inform you?
• pique your interest?
• amuse you?
• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?
• make you a good contact?
• find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?
• make a conversation topic?
• find you a good buy or service?
If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island mailbox
or if you pick it up from one of our yellow free boxes
located around the Strait of Georgia from Victoria to
Campbell River, or if you read online, you can show
your support and appreciation by mailing a voluntary
subscription of

($25 + $1.25 gst = $26.25) to:
Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!

And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you
who have given subscriptions. And keep
those lovely letters coming. We paste them
all in our scrapbooks!

The 2009 provincial election on May 12 will elect 85 MLAs from
85 electoral districts. Due to increases and redistribution of
population, this is up from 79 members (79 electoral districts) in
the last provincial election.
The 2009 election will be conducted under the First-PastThe-Post (FPTP) system. The election will be accompanied by a
referendum on the adoption of the Single Transferable Vote
(STV) system for the following 2013 election.
The BC-STV system would change BC’s electoral district
structure in order for citizens to vote for more than one member
of the legislature. Electoral districts would be amalgamated in to
20 electoral areas, within which the same number of MLAs
would be elected. Voters would be marking their ballots several
times, ranking their choices.
The chart below, for Vancouver Island and the Sunshine
Coast electoral districts, shows current districts with incumbent
MLAs listed (one member, Stan Hagen, is deceased and has not
been replaced). Redistribution has changed some electoral
district boundaries, and one electoral district is new for the 2009
election. Some electoral district names have been changed; the
previous names are shown in brackets.

BC-STV
In the chart, the current electoral districts on Vancouver Island
and the Sunshine Coast are grouped under their BC-STV
electoral district (red headings).
All electoral districts, both FPTP and STV, have acquired
three-letter codes. These are shown in square brackets.

Each of the 2009 FPTP electoral districts has a population
around 50,000, so the STV electoral districts would have a
population of about 50,000 per MLA.
STV-CAPITAL REGION [CAR] 7 MLAS TO ELECT
Esquimalt-Royal Roads (Metchosin) [ESR]
Incumbent: Maurine Karagianis - NDP
(Malahat) Juan de Fuca [JDF]
Incumbent: John Horgan - NDP
Oak Bay-Gordon Head [OBG]
Incumbent: Ida Chong - BC Liberal
Saanich North and the Islands [SAN]
Incumbent: Murray Coell - BC Liberal
Saanich South [SAS]
Incumbent: David Cubberley - NDP
Victoria-Beacon Hill [VTB]
Incumbent: Carole James - NDP
Victoria-Swan Lake (Hillside) [VTS]
Incumbent: Rob Fleming - NDP
STV-MID-ISLAND [MID] 4 MLAS TO ELECT
Cowichan Valley (Ladysmith) [CWV]
Incumbent: Doug Routley - NDP
Nanaimo [NAN]
Incumbent: Leonard Krog - NDP
Nanaimo-North Cowichan [NCW]
Incumbent: Ron Cantelon - BC Liberal
Parksville-Qualicum [PAQ]
(one of the new ridings for 2009 )
STV-NORTH ISLAND–SOUTH COAST [NSC] 4 MLAS TO
ELECT

Alberni-Pacific Rim (Qualicum) [APR]
Incumbent: Scott Fraser - NDP
Comox (Cowichan) Valley [CMX]
Incumbent: Stan Hagen (deceased) - BC Liberal
North Island [NOI]
Incumbent: Claire Trevena - NDP
Powell River-Sunshine Coast [POR]
Incumbent: Nicholas Simons - NDP 0
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Spring Sales Event
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2189 Keating X. Rd.
Saanichton, B.C.

APRIL 16 – 19, 2009
Thursday – Saturday: 10AM – 6PM, Sunday: 10AM – 5PM
Boarding Pass $10.00

Pioneer 1,673 sq. Ft
• Complete panellized home package.
• Delivery to your site in 4 - 5 weeks from order date.
• Build yourself - or contractor can construct.
• Comprehensive building guide included.
• Goes up quickly.
• Highest quality, BC grown, kiln-dried lumber.
• Package price guaranteed up front.

Russ Anderson

R. Anderson Technical Services
Duncan, BC
Phone: 250 720-6000

Brian Haller
Mayne Island
250-539-2847

View over 100 plans at:
www.nelson-homes.com

At Victoria’s Inner Harbour Causeway and Ship’s Point

Visit www.
floatingboatshows.com

www.harbourcitykitchens.com

Building New
New or Just Renovating?
Renovating?
- Kitchens

- Laundry & Storage

- Bathrooms - Closet Organizers

Phone: 250-652-5200
Fax: 250-652-6220

n eecheck
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tt ss out our factory
Cash & Carry
www.cabinetsdirect.ca

Locally Owned
& Operated
Serving the
Saanich Peninsula,
the Gulf Islands
& Greater
Victoria for over
30 years.
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Oil (sands) and Marine Birds Don’t Mix ~ Chris Genovali

Photo: Des Kawai/Raincoast

Photo: Caroline Fox/Raincoast

commanding physical presence. After experiencing the
exhilaration of seeing the largest marine bird on the coast of
British Columbia, I immediately reflect on the litany of humancaused hazards facing these majestic pelagic and other marine
bird species.
Millions of marine and other coastal birds migrate offshore
and along the BC coast while millions more breed here. Still
others, including the aforementioned albatrosses, are longdistance migrants that breed elsewhere in the world and rely
upon our coastal environment and its resources.
This wealth of avian diversity is susceptible to a long list of
anthropogenic threats
that include: oil pollution,
climate change, conflict
with
fisheries
and,
potentially, wind turbines.
In addition, a number of
these
species
are
designated as ‘at risk’ by
federal and provincial
legislation.
Marine birds are
abundant, diverse and
highly mobile predators TUFTED PUFFIN
and scavengers of the
seas. For these and other reasons, marine birds are often used as
indicators of ecosystem health and ecosystem change.
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HARLEQUIN DUCKS

MARINE
BIRDS
(not to scale)

Photo: Caroline Fox/Raincoast

Photo: Caroline Fox/Raincoast

IMMATURE SHORT-TAILED ALBATROSS

auklet and white-winged scoter to the rare horned puffin and
Laysan albatross. Standing out among the many birds observed
was the exceedingly rare sighting of a lone, immature shorttailed albatross in the waters southeast of Haida Gwaii.
Once numbering in the millions, this species was decimated
by the demand for feathers and at one time was thought to be
extinct. Raincoast’s sighting, just one of under 40 reported in BC
since 1996, highlights the urgent need for longer-term
monitoring of marine birds in BC’s remote coastal and offshore
waters. As such, Raincoast scientists continue to seek to identify
areas important for marine birds and examine the potential for
conflict with increasing industrial activity, like tanker traffic and
wind turbines.
A recent report by the Pembina Institute and Boreal Songbird
Initiative, detailed how the Alberta oil sands are killing both
birds and their habitat. But the oil sands have the potential to
impact avian life far beyond the songbirds and waterfowl
migrating through and nesting in Alberta’s boreal forest.
After a two-year lull, Enbridge Inc has revived their plans to
build a twin pipeline from northern Alberta to the BC coast.
Condensate tankers and oil tankers at least as big as the Exxon
Valdez would ply BC’s rocky northern coastline on virtually a
daily basis, entering Douglas Channel within eyesight of where
the 120 metre BC ferry Queen of the North struck Gil Island and
sank in 2006.
The pipeline would ship over 500,000 barrels of crude oil per
day and, twice a week, 350 metre long super tankers would pass
by the very spot where the Queen of the North sank as they carry
crude to markets in the United States and Asia.
Photo: Caroline Fox/Raincoast

I

’m on my back on the aft deck of Raincoast Conservation’s
research vessel. My repose is involuntary as we ply the lumpy
waters of Haida Gwaii’s west coast. Not one prone to seasickness, I nevertheless feel like my head is virtually nailed down,
a result of the interminable chop.
I have no option but to look skyward and there, to my
amazement, are albatrosses, escorting us like some squawking
air squadron. For me, the albatross is the grizzly bear of marine
birds both as an icon and, with a wingspan of over seven feet, its

NORTHERN FULMAR

WESTERN GREBE

The end of 2008 marked the completion of four years of
intensive work by Raincoast Conservation to fill basic knowledge
gaps regarding seasonal and inter-annual marine bird
distribution, density and seasonal shifts in community
assemblages in the waters adjacent to the Great Bear Rainforest.
By repeatedly surveying marine waters, from Dixon Entrance
to Queen Charlotte Strait and adjacent mainland inlets,
Raincoast has documented over 70 species and amassed nearly
20,000 sightings of over 100,000 individual marine and other
coastal birds.
Raincoast’s sightings include the more abundant Cassin’s

If Enbridge is allowed to construct their proposed dual oil and
condensate pipeline joining the oil sands with a marine terminal
in Kitimat, then marine birds on the BC coast and the ecosystems
they depend upon will also be put in significant jeopardy. Birds
are generally the most abundant and conspicuous victims of oiltanker accidents.
Caroline Fox, Raincoast marine bird biologist and University
of Victoria PhD student, states that previous scientific reviews
indicate that ‘oil can affect birds in different ways, including
plumage and egg oiling, ingestion, and indirectly though
ecosystem changes. It’s thought that the primary cause of
mortality and stress in oiled birds is fouled plumage, which often
results in hypothermia and increased metabolic rates. Ingestion
of even small amounts may cause a number of physiological
changes or death. Long-term effects are harder to monitor, but
may include altered breeding success and survival rates, with
potential negative implications
for populations.’
Fox also points out that
researchers in Canada have
estimated that as many as

Hands-On
Stonebuilding Workshop

BIRDS, please turn to page 11

Kim Davis
250-629-3762

Re n o w n ed B C sto n e m as o n r y te a c h er
Bi l l C h i ld is ba c k o n th e c o ast!

Saturday & Sunday, April 25 & 26 on North Pender Island
Hands-on site preparation and building of mortared
garden/retaining walls. Introductory workshop covering
many topics: large boulder splitting, stone dressing,
preparing and pouring a footing, mortar preparation and
stonebuilding experience.
Students spend the entire second day building a wall,
allowing for plenty of practice and understanding of the
art of building. Both days, you learn on a work-in-progress,
and from viewing completed projects.
• Instructional materials and tools provided for the workshop. Limited to 10
students. Bring your own personal safety gear including: work gloves,
safety glasses, steel-toe work boots, and knee pads.
• Come prepared for rain or sun and bring your lunch each day.
• Transportation, food or lodging are not included in course fees.

Fee: $250+gst = $262.50 (includes instructional DVD.

For course outline and registration form contact:

Structural & Artistic Design
Fabrication & Repairs
Mobile Service

Christa Grace-Warrick 250-629-3660
g-wcommunications@shaw.ca

Participants take home the conf idence and knowledge that they can
build be autif ul stone walls at their own home s
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Municipalities and regions act
on privatization of BC rivers
Islanders have become aware of the current BC government
agenda for selling rights on British Columbia’s rivers to private
hydro-power developers. A rush of applications for almost 700
river diversions in the province is raising citizen alarm, especially
in rural areas where projects are located. Driven by public
concern, municipal and regional governments are demanding
public process, environmental review and comprehensive plans
for power infrastructure developments.
Tofino and The Highlands are among the first to pass
resolutions asking the BC government for a mortatorium on
river diversion developments and fair public process. Other
Municipalities and Regional Districts are considering similar
resolutions.
The Highlands Resolution, passed in February, reads:
‘Whereas….We, as a population in BC, and in the AVICC
region, face an historic challenge. All through time our rivers
have flowed freely. But now the provincial government policy is
to quietly give away rights to our public rivers for private power
production to some of the world's biggest corporations. Not only
is new private river power significantly driving up our power bills
already but the energy policy that has never been publicly
debated threatens our environment, economy and society as a
whole.
‘Whereas….The BC Energy Plan has forbidden our profitable
public utility BC Hydro from doing its job growing our green
power assets and instead forced our utility to write
extraordinarily overpriced purchase orders to buy power from
private corporations who are developing expensive Run of River
private power projects.
‘Whereas….Bill 30 passed by the BC government has
effectively silenced municipal councils and regional districts
from speaking out on this issue. And there has not been a
meaningful public debate on the Energy Plan or on the Run of
River ‘green’ power issue or whether British Columbians want
this kind of power or are the environmental, social and economic
costs too great.
‘Whereas….There has been a gold rush of water licence
staking with almost 700 rivers being staked for potential private
power projects.
‘Whereas….The cumulative impacts of all of these projects
has not been considered.
‘Therefore be it resolved: that Bill 30 be revoked; that a
moratorium be placed on all Run of River private power projects
RESOLUTIONS please turn to page 10

"From the first Blue Sky
Architecture have been
regionalists in the best
sense of the term. They
have been deeply involved
with the ecology and
topography of southern
British Columbia and its
wonderful interweave of sea,
forest, and rock ."

NEW DEAL from page 3
markets, government also sets standards for industry—and the
right standards drive innovation. When you set an energy
efficiency standard it drives producers to innovate in order to
meet that standard. But right now, if I want to buy one of the best
small wind turbines in the world, I go to Scotland. Because years
ago the Scottish Government funded research into renewable
energy development.
Meanwhile, right here in New Zealand, we have left
companies such as Windflow to fight for themselves. Windflow
manufactures turbines in New Zealand using New Zealand
technology and is on target to build 20 turbines a month at their
Christchurch factory. These are highly efficient medium-size
turbines that fit more easily into the environment, require
smaller roads and less infrastructure and are more friendly to the
local community.
We have the potential for a $200 million a year company here
in Aotearoa. Windflow got there without much help. It is a credit
to Kiwi ingenuity and hard work, and it is a discredit to
government.
How many other businesses would have made it with a bit of
government support, the kind of support which is available
overseas? Our large state-owned generators like Mighty River
Power and Meridian can be leaders. We are world experts in
geothermal power generation; we can build on that expertise and
sell technology to the world. Government can set us on this course.

Electricity
We must tap into these opportunities or we will be left behind.
And we need to get smart about the electricity grid. We need to
give households choice about when they want to use power and
how much they want to pay. You should be able to choose to run
your dishwasher or clothes dryer late at night and pay the
cheapest rate for electricity. You should be able to sell power back
to the grid from the solar panels on your roof. The technology
exists for smart meters that allow you to do this. The next step is
for smart meters to connect to household appliances and switch
them on automatically when power is cheap and plentiful and
turn them off when there is an increase in demand and price.
This technology reduces peak demand by spreading the load.
And the lower peak-load means we don’t have to run coal and oil
power plants or build more generating capacity—we don’t need
to dam another river, or burn more coal and gas.
One of the cheapest power plants you can build is a smart
meter. But smart meters and smart grids need smart
governments. We will only get smart meters if the government
steps in to ensure that there is a minimum standard for smart
meters and that the meters are compatible between retailers. We
can lead the world in smart meter technology which we can then
sell to others.
My challenge to Prime Minister John Key—show yours is a
smart government by requiring smart meters—then customers
have the choice to buy cheap, off-peak power, and the choice to
sell their power back to the grid.

Energy Efficiency Examples

Making our homes more energy efficient is just a start. We can
make our whole economy more energy efficient, saving money
and the planet along the way.
Think about this. In the 35 years to 2007, our economy and
the economy of Denmark both doubled in size. Over that time
HELLIWELL + SMITH
Denmark’s total energy consumption grew by just 7%, while our
BLUE SKY ARCHITECTURE
energy consumption increased by about 90%. Denmark
increased energy efficiency standards year on year, driving
innovation, saving consumers money, reducing greenhouse
emissions, and, incidentally, Denmark built a world-leading
4090 Bayridge Ave West Vancouver BC V7V 3K1
wind turbine industry from whom we buy most of our turbines
t 01 604 921 8646 f 01 604 921 0755
today.
bsa@blueskyarchitecture.com
www.blueskyarchitecture.com
And what about across the Pacific in California. Strong energy
efficiency standards have seen per capita energy use drop 40%
below the national average.
Energy efficiency measures
mean Californian households
can redirect money they’d
otherwise spend on electricity
and petrol into more
productive sectors of the
economy, creating 1.5 million
new jobs. Let me repeat that—
their
energy
efficiency
standards created one-and-aThe Queen of Nanaimo will be out of service on Tuesday, April 21 and
half million jobs.
Wednesday, April 22 for mandatory inspections, which can only be completed
These
standards
are
when the vessel is not in operation. A replacement vessel for the Queen of Nanaimo
common sense across the
is not available at this time.
world and the political
spectrum.

VANCOUVER–SOUTHERN GULF ISLANDS
SAILING CANCELLATIONS

Energy Efficiency In New Zealand
Government throws away millions of dollars every year on cars
that waste petrol and buildings that waste electricity. I say to the
new government: if you are serious about stopping the waste of
tax dollars, fix up our buildings and make ‘best in class’ fuel
efficiency an absolute rule for government cars.
There are more than 20,000 vehicles in the government fleet
and there are huge savings to be made by using energy-efficient
cars. Using the best car for the job will save taxpayers at least
$30m a year in fuel costs.
As taxpayers we also own thousands of buildings—from
schools and hospitals across the country to high-rise buildings in
downtown Wellington. President Obama plans to save billions
by increasing the energy efficiency of US government buildings.
We can do the same. Let us save precious government dollars,
and make improvements that will create jobs.
Take every step to cut waste before we cut one public service,
do this before New Zealand loses a single doctor or teacher aide,
before research funding is cut or jobs are lost.

An Oil-poor Country
Cutting the government’s fuel bill is just a start. New Zealand is
totally dependent on imported oil. Last year it cost us $8.5 billion
to buy oil. This is about as much as we earned from international
visitors to New Zealand. We are throwing away precious money,
supporting undemocratic regimes along the way. We are,
effectively, exporting every tourism dollar we earn to the Middle
East.
Over the last ten years we have spent $46.5 billion importing
oil. This contributes to our trade deficit which adds to our
overseas debt. When we are energy independent, we will be
independent. And greater self-reliance will lead us to greater selfrespect as a fiercely proud and independent nation. Now oil
prices have subsided for the moment but let us be under no
illusion, prices will go up again. Just ask the International Energy
Agency. The Agency says ‘the era of cheap oil is over.’ The
Agency, working on behalf of the governments of 28 countries,
says ‘We must usher in a global energy revolution.’
New Zealand is more dependent on imported oil than the
United States. The US spends about 3% of its gross domestic
product importing oil each year—New Zealand spends nearly
5%. We are more vulnerable to spiking oil import prices than the
US, and we don’t have an army to go get us some more.
Yet we are standing still while America launches its green
energy revolution. The International Energy Agency gets it. The
European Union gets it. The President of the United States gets
it. A green energy revolution is common sense, it is adaptive
politics, good economics, and the emerging orthodoxy. I
challenge Prime Minister John Key to match Barack Obama’s
plan to cut oil consumption by a quarter in a decade and save
New Zealanders $2 billion every year.

Roads & Transport
A Green New Deal in transport means energy independence and
security. New Zealand has fantastic potential to build fast safe
public transport in our major urban centres along with cycle
ways and walking paths. We can develop second generation
biofuels using woody biomass, algae, tallow and other
sustainable sources. We can investigate electric cars, without
living under the illusion that they are a magic wand.
We need to start doing things differently to live better;
decrease congestion, enhance our living spaces, clean up our air,
and make it safe to walk and ride to work. But we need to make
the investments now to make the transition to a green transport
system.
For decades, most of the transport budget has been spent on
roads, while our rail network, our cycleways and walkways, and
our public transport services have all been neglected. Today
more than 80% of new transport investment is for roads. The
challenge is: for every dollar spent on roads, commit at least one
dollar to public transport—help Kiwis get there faster and
cheaper on modern buses and trains.
To weather the storm, we are going to need all hands on deck.
People are going to have to make some changes to their
lives–and some of those changes will be difficult. Kiwis have
risen to challenges in the past. We have shed blood and sacrificed
lives to fight fascism; we have angered great powers to stay
nuclear free, we’ve campaigned against genetic engineering,
climbed mountains, made block-buster films.

Electoral Reform
If we are really to join together to face the nation’s challenges we
need a parliament that represents everybody, where all our
voices can be heard. We need a fair electoral system because to
get the best deal, the fairest deal for people and for the
environment, we need the best democracy.

Customers wishing to travel from Long Harbour – Vancouver (Tsawwassen) on
these dates are advised to travel via Fulford Harbour – Victoria (Swartz Bay) and on
to Tsawwassen. Alternatively, customers may travel via Vesuvius – Crofton and on
to Nanaimo terminals.

NEW DEAL please turn to next page

call: 250-386-7643

BC Ferries encourages its Southern Gulf Island customers to travel via Swartz Bay
and on to Tsawwassen. For those travelling from Tsawwassen, BC Ferries
recommends travelling via Swartz Bay to the Southern Gulf Islands.
BC Ferries thanks its customers for their understanding and apologizes for any
inconvenience this may cause.
Customers are advised to visit www.bcferries.com or call 1-888-BCFERRY
(1-888-223-3779) for the new schedule prior to making travel arrangements.
Contact: Sarah Cotton
BC Ferries
Community Relations
Tel: (250) 978-1398

• Serving the Gulf Islands and
Greater Victoria for over 25 years
• Fuel-efﬁcient, cost-effective wood heating
• Solar domestic hot water heaters
• Sales and Installations
Unit 6 - 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

Solar Heating
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April Garden Calendar ~ The Good Life by Brian Crumblehulme
When in April the sweet showers fall
And pierce the drought of March to the root, and all
The veins are bathed in liquor of such power
As brings about the engendering of the flower…
Geoffrey Chaucer ~1380
ssuming all construction projects have been completed,
the ground has been prepared, trees planted and winter
debris removed, now is the time to relax into the fun jobs
of sowing and planting for an abundance of vegetables and
flowers.
First read the labels on the seed packages and separate those
plants that require more than 100 days to mature from those that
are ready sooner. Generally, crops that produce a fruit such as
tomatoes, potatoes and cucumbers will require more time than
crops grown for their leaves only such as lettuce, spinach and the
like. Then to save time and space you can intercrop the fast
growing ones with slow maturing plants.
Ideally ‘seed’ potatoes should be started indoors to encourage
them to sprout. Then, when the shoots are about 1 inch long they
can be carefully planted in trenches previously prepared with lots
of compost and manure. Cover the potatoes then sow your
spring salads between the rows so they can be harvested before
the potatoes take over the whole ground. The cabbage family also
need 120 days or so before you can enjoy them for dinner so
intercrop with salads or even bush peas; if you have salads
enough for an army, then a sprinkling of chervil, cilantro or
marigolds will brighten up the bed.
Speaking of brassicas, and celery, now is the time to sow for
late summer and fall harvests. Cabbages, caulis, tomatoes,
peppers, etcetera sown in March will develop into their second or
third leaf by mid-month and will begin to crowd each other in the
pot. Before transplanting, prepare a potting mix similar to the
seed-mix described in Island Tides March 26 edition but with
double the compost or well-rotted manure, plus a generous
handful of bonemeal and a little lime. Young plants are like
teenagers with an indescriminate voracious diet.
Then, lift your seedlings with as little damage to the roots as
possible using a flat toothpick, hold them gently by one leaf so as
not to damage the stems, and transfer them to larger pots or flats
where they can develop for another 4-6 weeks until all danger of
frost is past. Many first-time gardeners make the mistake of
leaving the growing medium too soft and loose. It is essential
that the roots are pressed firmly into the soil to press out excess
air so the young roots will will have direct access to the necessary
nutrients and water. For larger plants outside I use my feet to do
this.
Melons, cucumbers and squash need heat so it is better to
start these indoors for planting out in late May. However, these
plants (cucurbits) do not like to have their roots disturbed by
transplanting, so if you want to enjoy your cucumbers before
September, the trick is to prepare 4 or 6 inch pots with a rich
potting loam and place 2 seeds in each to germinate indoors.
Once the seedlings have grown past the cotyledon (baby leaf)
stage, pinch out the tallest or spindliest specimen to allow the
other to grow into a short stronger plant.
The final part in this adventure to establish your summer
garden is to set all your carefully raised young plants outside and
this in turn implies hardening them off. Plants that have been
raised under the protection of glass or plastic will react to direct
sun the same way you do on the first day you take your shirt off
for a few hours on the beach—they burn! And what is worse, if a
breeze blows up and the weather turns cold, they can suffer from
windburn too. Plants cannot walk away to find shelter. The faster
the plant has been grown, the longer the hardening period
required. Begin by setting the flats and pots outside on warm

A

NEW DEAL from page 8
Mixed Member Proportional gives parties the number of
seats in the House that reflects the number of New Zealanders
who voted for them. That is fair. Now MMP can be improved,
and it is right and proper that we should revisit aspects of it. We
need to consider, for example, whether the threshold should be
4%, and whether a party that fails to reach that threshold but
wins an electorate should be able to bring in additional MPs.
But we cannot pretend that there is another fairer, system on
offer. The National Party has frequently referred to
‘Supplementary Member’ as an alternative form of proportional
representation. It is not. Had that been our system for the
November 2008 election, National would now have a clear
majority in Parliament with a minority of the votes. Under a
Supplementary Member system, they would be an elected
dictatorship, able to make law as far-reaching and as fast as they
wanted without any talks with other parties, returning us to the
politics we rejected 15 years ago.

Looking Worldwide For Green Deal
Opportunities
The Green Party is not a lone voice in talking about a Green New
Deal. In the UK, both Prime Minister Gordon Brown and
Conservative party leader David Cameron, are hailing green jobs
as the future source of employment for millions of people. So is
the United Nations. We have a new leader in the United States
who has promised to create five million new ‘green collar’ jobs

cloudy days so they will not be in direct sunlight. Take them in
again at night. After a few days of this they can be exposed to
short periods of sun. The leaves may turn a darker colour as they
adjust to the UV. Leaving them in the rain is also good. This
process can take a month or more depending on the weather. If
the leaves turn white you have burned them.
This year I am having a shot at making one of those semi-wild
looking flower beds that look so impressive around French and
Italian chateaus. So last week I dug over a fifty-foot border by the
orchard and installed a low fence of old split rails to provide an
edging. I began by planting groups of rosemary bushes from
cuttings taken two years ago before scattering (flinging might be
a better word) saved seeds of sage, california poppy, nigella and
borage, stuff the deer will not bother. I will not water this area but
trust that there will be enough spindly shoots to provide a
continued drift of colour through the summer. If it works I will
tell you all about it.
Finally, for those with a small pond, April is the time to re-pot
those tired water lilies into something bigger. This exercise
begins with an invigorating wade into cold water to retrieve the
dormant lily crowns. Large ones should be carefully cut into
smaller sections with a sharp knife while last year’s roots can
simply be re-potted into larger continers. Lilies need a rich loam
if they are to flower well so once again a homemade mix with lots
of compost and a little bone meal will go a long way. Give them
plenty of room for the roots to grow, press the loam in very firmly
taking care not to damage the buds around the crown, then cover
the whole top of the pot with clean gravel or small stones to
prevent the mix from floating away when you re-submerge them.
There are over forty species of water lily (Nymphaea) and, with
a little TLC, many will thrive in this region. Most need to be
covered with water. With a little imagination they can be planted
in a barrel, old bathtub, or cattle trough and can look spectacular
on your after lunch walk with a glass of sangria.

Rhubarb – Rhubarb – Rhubarb!
Minted Rhubarb Sauce
Prep time: 10 minutes, cooking time: 15 minutes, makes about 4
servings.
1 bunch chopped fresh homegrown rhubarb,
½ chopped onion, 1 Tbsp butter, ½ cup sugar,
2-3 sprigs chopped fresh peppermint, 1 cup orange juice,
salt & pepper to taste, dash of Tabasco (optional)
Fry the onion in the butter until soft. Add all the other
ingredients, bring to a boil and summer for 5–7 minutes. Blend
until smooth and serve hot with lamb, salmon, asparagus, or in
an omlete with Brie cheese, multigrain toast and a mimosa
(champagne and orange juice).
Upside Down Rhubarb Muffins
Prep time: 12 minutes, bake time: about 20 minutes, makes
12 muffins.
¼ cup melted butter, ½ cup brown sugar, 1 cup finely
chopped rhubarb. Mix these together and spoon into buttered
muffin tins.
2 cups pastry flour, ½ cup sugar, 4 tsp Magic baking powder
1 tsp fresh grated lemon rind, 1/3 cup melted butter
2 large island eggs, 2/3 cup milk, pinch of salt
Sift all the dry ingredients and mix together. Beat the eggs, milk
and butter until fluffy and fold into the dry mixture without
stirring. (You do not want to disolve the glutenins which will
make the muffins tough.) Pour the mix over the rhubarb in the
tins and bake at 375ºF for about 20 minutes. Cool for ten
minutes and turn out onto a rack upside down.
You will need help finishing these so invite your neighbours
in for cappucino. 0

making solar panels, fuel-efficient cars and wind turbines.
Mexico is now employing 1.5 million people to plant and
manage forests. China has created the world’s biggest solar
energy industry from scratch in just a few years. Germany has
leapt from being a laggard to a leader in renewable energy by
giving people attractive incentives to install solar panels in their
home and employing hundreds of thousands in green collar jobs.
Japan will offer zero-interest loans for environmentally friendly
companies to spur one million new jobs in green businesses.
Korea will invest $38 billion over the next four years in two
million new energy-saving houses, green transportation
networks, and a clean up of the country’s rivers. That’s another
million new jobs in an economy that, like ours, is falling
headlong into recession.
Our new Prime Minister needs to look at the worldwide
response to our current challenges. Even a fellow conservative,
such as Thomas Friedman, says destroying biodiversity for
unregulated economic growth is like burning the Mona Lisa to
cook dinner.
These five steps are easily within our reach. They represent
the beginning of our Green New Deal. The rest of the world has
proved the deal works; and the people of New Zealand want it,
they need it, they demand it. New Zealanders have always been
great seafarers. If government will set our sail and be our rudder,
we can weather the coming storm, and we can navigate our way
through, with a Green New Deal. 0
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5 Years of Poets…
...5 Weekends of Fun!

Join us in May to Celebrate
Our 5th Anniversary
Special Room Packages*,
Music, Activities,
Spa Specials, BBQ,
Native Welcome Ceremonies,
Pool Party & Much More!

*Anniversary Rates
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1-888-512-7638

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

• harvesting
systems
• design
• installation
• service

BOB BURGESS
tel. 250-246-2155
bob@rainwaterconnection.com

www.rainwaterconnection.com

WE MAKE BASEMENTS AND CRAWLSPACES
DRY AND ENERGY EFFICIENT...ALL THE TIME!

What is a
property worth
without water?

• WATER WELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

Drilling the Islands since 1965
1-800-746-7444
www.drillwell.com

SSI: 250-537-8456
drill@drillwell.com

Call and use my 34+ years of
banking experience to
negotiate on your behalf
VERICO SELECT MORTAGE
205-1497 Admirals Rd, Victoria

BRUCE MACLEOD
Mortgage Consultant

bruce.macleod@vericoselect.com
Bus: 250.483.1380
www.alexandermacleod.com
Cell: 250.514.7007
www.vericoselect.com
Toll-free: 1.877.262.7888
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SATURNA from page 3
Gaines family boat.
Saturna has two long steep, east west running ridges that are
intriguing, inviting and beautiful. Regularly someone takes a
misstep or stays out too late into darkness. It is comforting to
know that should your luck or better judgement fail you, you
have a good chance of rescue. Thanks to these firefighters for
their time and interest.
Four Saturna firefighters are also taking the National Fire
Protection Association 1001 Course which provides certification
as Level 2 Firefighter. This course is three full Saturdays a month
from from January to June. It then starts up from September to
December—a total of 270 hours course instruction. Making this
huge commitment of hours and time for our volunteer Fire
Department is Tony Simmonds, Andrew Money, Peter Clarke
and Kevin O’Hara. Again, the Pender Fire Department is helping
out with this training.

Easter Favourites
The Easter long weekend is evolving on Saturna into a must-go
destination for extended Island families and some summer
visitors.
Saturday has the Easter Bake Sale and Tea, Cake Walk and
Fancy Tea Room with just baked Welsh cakes. In the evening, is
the Prawn Fest. Sunday is the Winter Cove Easter Egg Hunt
open to everyone and organizers warmly accept donations of
coffee, tea and fancies for the adults.
These Community events are attractive to our urban part time
Islanders and our extended families because they are small and
personal and very welcoming. For us locals, the bustle and the
liveliness of all the extra people who want to participate is fun! 0
FERRIES from page 1
The ‘blended’ and increased fares apply on the following
routes:
• Buckley Bay–Denman West
• Campbell River–Quathiaski Cove, Quadra
• Chemainus–Kuper Island–Thetis Island
• Whaletown, Cortes–Heriot Bay, Quadra
• Crofton–Vesuvius Bay, Salt Spring
• Denman–Hornby
• Nanaimo–Descanso Bay, Gabriola
• Port McNeill–Alert Bay–Sointula
• Powell River–Blubber Bay, Texada
• Swartz Bay–Fulford Harbour, Salt Spring
• Brentwood–Mill Bay, Vancouver Island
• Comox–Powell River
• Earls Cove–Saltery Bay, (Sunshine Coast)
• New Brighton–Keats Landing–Langdale (Howe Sound)
• Horseshoe Bay–Snug Cove, Bowen
• Horseshoe Bay–Langdale (Sunshine Coast)
• Swartz Bay–Otter Bay, PenderIsland–Village Bay, Mayne
Island–Sturdies Bay, Galiano Island–Lyall Harbour, Saturna
Island.
Seasonal fares still apply on Route 9 & 9A,
Tsawwassen–Sturdies Bay–Village Bay–Lyall Harbour–Otter
Bay–Long Harbour (Salt Spring), as do increases. 0

RESOLUTION, from page 8
that have not been given final approval; that a comprehensive
province wide public review with meaningful public input be
undertaken on the BC Energy Plan and the issue of renewable
energy as it relates to Run of River proposed projects; that BC
Hydro have its mandate restored to look for opportunities to
develop ‘green energy’ power projects on behalf of the people of
British Columbia.’
The Association of Vancouver Island Coastal Communities
(AVICC) voted on a similar emergency resolution at their annual
meeting in Nanaimo on the first weekend in April.
A Rally for Rivers was held at the VI Convention Centre
(downtown Nanaimo) to support our local governments and the
AVICC resolution, and to demand public planning process to
ensure energy developments protect the environment and
benefit the BC public. 0
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"From the first Blue Sky
Architecture have been
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Community stewardship awards included climate
change initiatives, nomination deadline April 27
The Islands Trust has added new criteria to the Community
Stewardship Award Program this year to recognize and
encourage the actions of individuals and organizations that are
working in the area of climate change. Starting this year
nominated projects that demonstrate an involvement in climate
change issues will be considered for the award program.
The Islands Trust Council unanimously approved the new
criteria during its quarterly meeting in March. ‘We know climate
change will have an effect on the communities of the Trust Area.
But we also know that there are many committed individuals
and organizations in the Trust Area who are working to mitigate
our impacts on the climate,’ said Sheila Malcolmson, Chair of the
Islands Trust Council.
Each year the community stewardship awards are presented
to a person, business or group that deserves an award for helping
to make the Islands better. ‘There are many people who help to
preserve and protect our islands and our communities and we
believe those people deserve recognition,’ said Malcolmson.
‘This program has been designed to acknowledge the
achievements of people who have worked on a project that
supports the mandate of the Islands Trust.’
The mandate of the Islands Trust is to preserve and protect
the Trust Area and its unique amenities and environment for the
benefit of residents and all British Columbians, in cooperation
with other local governments, individuals and organizations.
Projects or actions that are innovative, support the ‘preserve
and protect’ mandate, benefit a community or the Trust Area,
have some level of community involvement or address climate

change can be nominated for an award.
Nominations for stewardship awards can relate to either a
single project or to work carried out over the last 12 months, and
can be made for work conducted by individuals or by
organizations.
This is the eighth year of the annual program, which is open
to any individual, school or classroom, community group,
nonprofit organization or business that has demonstrated efforts
to enhance a community in the Trust Area, consistent with the
mandate. Islands Trust staff, contractors or trustees are not
eligible for nomination.
Last year there were 17 nominees for the awards. Previous
submissions have included environmental conservation,
community improvement and public education.
‘The program is about more than the environment—it’s about
community life,’ added Malcolmson. ‘If someone or an
organization has contributed to improving the community,
culture or economic sustainability of an island we want to know
about them.’
Stewardship awards will be given to two individuals and two
organizations, providing there are sufficient qualifying entries to
justify an award. Each nominator can submit two nominations
per category. The deadline for nominations is Monday, April 27.
Nomination forms and more details are available on the
Stewardship Awards page of the Islands Trust web site at
www.islandstrust.bc.ca or from Islands Trust offices. Award
recipients will be announced following the June Trust Council
Meeting and presented with their awards in the fall. 0

RIVERS from page 6
should we dam and divert our rivers and streams so that they
don’t have to do the same south of the border?’
‘But,’ the questioner pressed on, ‘if we can send hydro power
to the US so that they don’t have to use fossil fuels to create it,
aren’t we helping to reduce climate change?’
The answer is that there isn’t a tittle of evidence to support the
notion that the US will use our power as a reason to be more
conservation minded and in fact, cheaper power from us will
simply encourage them to carry on as usual! The US contributes
the same greenhouse gases as before, our rivers are trashed and
we lose BC Hydro which for 49 years has been the provider of
clean, cheap and abundant public power.
This notion that we’ll help the US with their greenhouse gases
problem is not, of course, what the government has given us as

the reasons they want us into private river power. We were told
—and indeed are still being told—that the energy plan was to
solve BC’s energy problems (fictional, not real, as we now know).
My answer is that each nation has its own obligations to
reduce greenhouse gases and that if the US wanted to reduce its
impact then it should look to its own solutions before they come
to ask us to do that which they won’t do themselves
I see an obligation on British Columbia to get its own house
in order—the same obligation is on other jurisdictions. Besides,
the best way British Columbia can make its contribution is to
keep its trees.
The fight to save our rivers and our public power tradition
goes on. 0

2007 ELECTION from page 2
Andrew Lewis was third, with 6,732 votes.
Penn described the telephone calls as ‘fraudulent in the
extreme,’ but an Elections Canada investigation failed to
establish their origin, and has apparently been abandoned on the
grounds that they couldn’t find anyone who was influenced,
anyway. The RCMP said no laws were broken.
Meanwhile, five previously unknown organizations, named
as Common Sense Advocacy of Victoria, Citizens Against Higher
Taxes, the Dean Park Advocacy Association, the Economic
Advisory Council of Saanich, and the Saanich Peninsula Citizens
Council, bought signs and ran Victoria Times-Colonist
advertisements supporting Lunn in a last-minute blitz. All five
organizations gave their address as the office of the vicepresident of the Conservative riding association, Victoria lawyer
Bruce Hallsor.
Questions were raised about the ads when it appeared that

Lunn’s campaign had spent close to the legal limit of $92,000 for
the riding. Together, the five groups spent $15,671; according to
the law, each group separately would have been limited to
$3,666. The limit on individual donations to candidates or
parties is $1,100, but there is no limit to donations to such
groups.
Elections Canada will not reveal whether they are conducting
an investigation of third party spending, saying only that
financial returns are being ‘reviewed and assessed’.
Meanwhile, Burnaby-Douglas Liberal MP Bill Siksay, who
had earlier called for an investigation into third party election
spending in Saanich-Gulf Islands, has called for Lunn to step
down temporarily from his current position of Minister of State
for Amateur Sport. Lunn was previously Minister of Natural
Resources. 0

EDITORIAL from page 4
result in a one-time addition to the national debt (in 2008, the
national debt was $458 billion) in order to capitalize the
Foundation. But the Foundation, in its turn, would purchase an
equivalent amount of government securities.
The CBC would be financed from the interest on its
investments in government bonds, and would no longer be
subject to the government’s annual budgeting process. It would
have an assured annual revenue stream, permitting multi-year
financial planning. And the CBC Foundation would be clearly
independent of the government.
The CBC would be able to plan long-term development, and
manage the costs of carrying out its national responsibilities. The
CBC would finally have, appropriately, permanent funding for a
permanent mandate.

Gary Holman

Saanich North and the Islands
Gary Holman and the BCNDP team
will take back BC:
t4UPQGPSQSPmUIFBMUIBOESFTUPSFRVBMJUZBOE
EJHOJUZUPTFOJPSTDBSF
t*OWFTUJOFEVDBUJPO USBJOJOH QVCMJDUSBOTQPSUBUJPO
BOEQVCMJDQPXFS
t4UPQUIFTFMMPVUPGQVCMJD
BTTFUTGPSQSJWBUFHBJO
t1SPUFDUPVSSJWFST"DUPO
DMJNBUFDIBOHFBOEUIF
FOWJSPONFOU
t4FSWFDPNNVOJUZOFFET OPU
MBSHF DPSQPSBUFJOUFSFTUT

CBC Governance
Currently, the President of the CBC is appointed by the
government of the day. But clearly, he/she must be an individual
experienced in both management and media. His/her decisions
must meet the challenge of the CBC mandate, and must also
meet the expectations of the audience.
The audience, in turn, might be expected to hold the CBC to
high standards in programming, reporting, integrity, expression
of national and regional identities, and in service delivery. It
therefore follows that the President should be appointed by the
Board of directors, and that the Directors, in turn, should
represent a cross section of Canadians.
It seems logical, then, that the audience should have a strong
voice in the management and operation of the CBC. The creation
of a CBC Society, with a significant advisory role, would enable
CBC management to be responsive to the needs of all Canadians.
This is not to say that all Canadians need be members of such a
society, but that those who feel an interest in and a responsibility
for the CBC would have a means to participate.
This would not change the mandate, but would strengthen
the responsibilities of the CBC to all Canadians, all regions, and
both official languages.
The current CBC situation is completely untenable. Where is
the government that has the courage to change the Broadcasting
Act, and make the CBC really an independent national public
broadcaster? 0
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and Vacation Homes
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GSA Auto Rentals
Monthly Rentals
from $575*
Mention this ad & get
10% off first month’s rental.
* Rates subject to change.

Rent or Lease

Quality Pre-Owned
Cars & Minivans
We will pick you up
from Ferries & Airport

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788
GSAAUTORENTALS.COM

FREE!

Gulf Islands • Victoria
Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

ISLAND
MARINE

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

LTD.

Ph: 250-537-9710

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca

House & Cottage Rentals
Pender Island Long Term: Privacy
with ocean views!, 3 bedrooms, 3
bathrooms, sauna, wood stove,
hardwood floors—$1200. See photos
at www.myidealhome.com Ref:
120137
Licensed Property Management on
the Gulf Islands since 1994.
PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

1-800-774-1417
email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

www.island-explorer.com/pender

MAUI
Vacation Condos
1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views
Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-800-800-8608
www.mauisuncoast.com
The Carriage House Bed &
Breakfast. Clean, Comfortable,
Convenient, & Inexpensive! Enjoy
the Big City, just three blocks from
Victoria's Inner Harbour. 1-877-3840711 (toll-free) ‘Google’ us!

BOXED ADS Start at $30 250-629-3660

islandtides@islandtides.com

www.islandmarine.ca

WAHL MARINE LTD.
135 McGill Road
Salt Spring Island

Al Klyne
Nanaimo: 250-591-5444
Mayne Is: 250-539-9887
alanklyne@telus.net

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling
aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats
crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

FOR SALE

1990 Dodge Ram half-ton. 147,000kms
box line, camper, canopy, extended cab,
no rust, good shape mechanically, tow
package $2,300. 250-629-6244

WANTED TO RENT
Hello from Galiano's new Nurse
Practitioner and her family! We are
looking for a place to live on Galiano
Island as we intend to make this
beautiful island our new home. We are
looking for a property with
cottage/cabin with a dock for our
sailboat. A property with a dock or
cabin only, would also work; we will
consider all options. We can be
reached at: 250-653-2049, 250-539-5065
or email: l_ch07@hotmail.com. We look
forward to connecting with you. Chris
and Leanne

Round The Islands
Planning
for Gabriola’s
Biggest Park
Gabriola Island’s largest park is on its way
to getting a proper name and a long-term
plan. Regional District Director Gisele
Rudischer says, ‘It’s time to start talking
about the potential of the ‘707’ lands.’
Island residents and land-use experts
from BC’s South Coast are collaborating on
developing a management plan for the ‘707
Acre Community Park,’ which occupies the
island’s north-centre and its highest point.
‘With the 707 Collaborative starting its
work this park is going to become a focal
point for the community. We’ll have experts
studying its ecology and layout all year, and
consulting with residents on how it should
be conserved and enjoyed by everyone. This
is a great opportunity for Gabriola,’ adds
Rudischer.
The management plan, will outline a
vison, a ten-year plan for operations,
development and stewardship, and give the
lands a permanent name through
community input.
The 707-acre community park was
created in 2005 using a density transfer
policy in Gabriola Island’s Official
Community Plan, in which a developer
transferred the zoning to other properties
on Gabriola. In November, 2008, another
45.7 acre regional park was created
diagonally across from the southwest
corner of the 707 lands. Gabriola resident
Clyde Coats dedicated the land from his
family property for conservation.
The 707 Collaborative team combines
local knowledge with extensive experience
in park planning, conservation, and
ecosystem restoration. Gabriola residents
include planner Ellen Frost, public event
facilitator Wendy Farmer-O’Neil, and
Christine McKim, who will be helping with
trail-mapping and locating special features
identified by the team and the community.
Other members include Kim Kornbacher,

Specializing in…
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks, Garage Decks
and Roofdecks.
CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

MOVED
HOMES
BE BOLD - GO GREEN

Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028

40+ buildings to
choose from
www.nickelbros.com

Fax 250-383-2198

S TANDING S EAM
M ETAL R OOFING

F OR W ATER
C OLLECTION S YSTEMS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE
Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

1-866-606-2237

Hot Tubs
Infra-red Saunas

Sales & Service
gulfislandspas.com

250-538-8244
100 Twinflower Way, Salt Spring
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Insured • Licensed

Jay E. Electric
Jeff Edwards

D. A. SMITHSON
& SONS

Well Drillers
539-5252 or
250-478-6937

an archaeologist and anthropologist
from Salt Spring Island who will be
liaising with the Snuneymuxw First
Nation should any cultural heritage
sites be identified. North Vancouver
resident Denise Cook will bring
professional expertise in landscape
planning, with a specialization in postcontact landscape histories and protection.
Kathy Dunster, a landscape architect and
biologist from Bowen Island, will provide
expertise on ecosystem management and
planning.
Over the next six months the
Collaborative will study the park and host a
variety of public events to gather input for
the management plan. The first public
event is on Saturday, April 25 and Sunday,
April 26.

Earth Day On April 22
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GETAWAYS

Four young Gulf Islanders grew up playing
their instruments together in the old high
school on Salt Spring. In 1992, they formed
the Earthmen: Mayne Island’s Matt Reid
(bass) and Morgan Kennedy (blues harp,
vocals, dance moves), with Salt Spring
Island’s Neil Kerrigan (guitar), and Pat
Hayes (drums).
In the early days, this progressive
funk/blues quartet would set up gigs in
Centennial Park or at the local youth centre
on Salt Spring. They opened for bands
when they came to the Island and played to
large crowds at Beaver Point Hall and other
venues. Earthmen regularly played to soldout houses in Victoria at Steamers and
Vertigo. They shot a video and recorded
their first album of original tunes.
Nowadays, Neil continues to live on Salt
Spring and plays guitar in a local rhythm
and blues big horn band. Pat lives in
Victoria keeping up with hip hop and rap
beats. Morgan also lives and works on Salt
Spring Island and is still singing, dancing
and surfing when he can. Matt earned his
diploma for jazz performance at the
Vancouver College of Music and has been
busy as a freelance artist, writing awardwinning film scores, laying down bass lines
for one of Vancouver’s premier rhythm and
blues band ‘Ten Soulijers ‘and 8-piece
reggae band ‘Macronix’.
Despite band members’ lives moving on,
their music still holds them together. The
Earthmen will be performing for one night
only on Saturday, April 18 on Mayne Island.
Join the grooving dance party (for details,
see ‘What’s On?’ page 5).
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Apart from the many events and activities
planned for Earth Day on April 22, it is a
deadline. It’s the last day to submit names
for the Hometown Heroes Awards.
Organized by Earth Day Canada the award
recognizes and encourages environmental
leadership and achievement in local
communities.
Canada’s 2009 environmental hero will
receive a cash-prize of $10,000: $5,000 to
keep and $5,000 to donate to the
environmental cause of their choice.
Whether people are involved in the
community garden movement, the
protection of natural spaces or have started
their own environmental network, Earth
Day Canada is looking for those unsung
heroes who inspire others to action.
Earth Day Canada (EDC), a national
environmental charity founded in 1990,
provides Canadians with the practical
knowledge and tools they need to lessen
their impact on the environment. In 2004 it
was recognized as the top environmental
education organization in North America,
for its innovative year-round programs and
educational resources. In 2008 it was
chosen as Canada’s ‘Outstanding Nonprofit Organization.’
For more information, or to nominate
yourself, an individual or group from your
community, please visit www.earthday.ca. 0
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BIRDS from page 7
300,000 marine birds per year are killed off
Newfoundland and Labrador due to chronic oil
pollution, a figure that is comparable in scale to the
estimated mortality following the Exxon Valdez spill in
Alaska. Similar to east-coast levels, the relatively high
proportion of carcasses reported off the west coast of
Vancouver Island that are oiled suggest that chronic
oiling is also a concern for BC’s marine birds.
A catastrophic Exxon Valdez-like spill would be
devastating for the province’s marine-bird populations
and the environments they inhabit. In the immediate
aftermath of the Exxon-Valdez, it was estimated that
several hundreds of thousands of marine birds were
killed. Further, after two decades, a number of marine
bird populations have not yet recovered in the areas
affected by the Exxon-Valdez disaster.
The Vancouver Aquarium, Raincoast Conservation
and West Coast Environmental Law recently sponsored
a presentation by Dr Riki Ott, an independent scientist
from Alaska who has resolutely documented the
ecological, societal and political impacts that have
occurred in the aftermath of the Exxon-Valdez spill. Her
message to British Columbians went well beyond the dire
long-term environmental consequences of a potential oil
spill. Dr Ott’s warning was that until we stop valuing
corporations and profit more than we value the
environment and the rights of citizens, history will
continue to repeat itself. ExxonMobil, the world’s second
largest corporation, fought tooth and nail for almost 20
years to avoid paying punitive damages and managed to
whittle down their original $5 billion fine to $500
million, an amount constituting 1% of their recordsetting $45 billion profit in 2008.
In an emerging role reversal, the United States now
appears to be quickly leaving Canada in its wake in terms
of environmental policy. US President Barack Obama
has put the brakes on a Bush administration plan to
allow drilling off the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, delaying
a final decision on the controversial policy for at least six
months to give states and stakeholders adequate time to
weigh-in.
In contrast, taking advantage of government
compliancy, Enbridge is moving full speed ahead to
convince British Columbians that embracing their
‘Northern Gateway’ pipeline project is in everyone’s best
interests. With an enormous war chest, a phalanx of
consultants, and a slicker than slick television advertising
campaign, website and electronic newsletter, Enbridge is
counting on a sophisticated public-relations effort to
swamp any opposition to Northern Gateway. 0
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On March 27, 28 and 29, a rope rescue course was held for firefighters on Pender Island.
Saturna Island firefighters also participated.

Spanish Sunlight ~ Patrick Brown
Saturday, March 7, was a cold night on Pender Island, with signs
of snow; a good night to stay close to the woodstove.
Nevertheless, quite a few people made their way to the
Community Hall to hear young flamenco guitarist Gareth Owen.
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They were rewarded by an explosion of warm Spanish sunlight,
true to the traditions of flamenco and, at the same time, more
than a glimpse of the future.
It was a sort of family affair. Gareth was introduced by his
mother, dancer and singer Veronica Maguire, and accompanied
by his father, flamenco guitarist Harry Owen. Gareth’s parents
have run a flamenco school in Victoria since 1991, together with
the Alma de España Dance Company. With such a family
background, Gareth inevitably has flamenco in the blood, first
performing at the age of 12 in ‘Flamenco Live’ at the MacPherson
Playhouse Theatre. Yet his mother told us that he only really
decided to take up the guitar seriously upon graduating from
high school.
Maybe so, but now, at 21, Gareth displays a dazzling
instrumental technique well beyond his years, and is finding his
own flamenco voice: rhythmic, to be sure, with the attacks,
retreats, and unexpected pauses that build tension and
excitement; but also with melodic and chording innovations that
demonstrate not only his potential, but also the immense
potential of the flamenco genre.
Comparing his performance on Pender to his 2008 CD
recording at Victoria’s Alix Goolden Performance Hall, his growth
is absolutely obvious, his courage and inventiveness apparent.
Flamenco is story-telling music; it starts by setting a scene,
weaves a musical narrative, and builds to passionate climax. At
the same time, its basic forms—Siguiriyas, Bulerias,
Malagueñas, Tangos, and so on—provide a variety of
foundations on which the player can express his emotions.
Gareth plays the music with enormous concentration,
bending low over his guitar. Veronica dances and sings, adding
intensity to the performance; Harry provides rhythmic
accompaniment; but the spotlight is clearly on Gareth, and
justifiably so.
This young man could make Victoria famous for flamenco.
He has performances scheduled on April 18 in Tofino and in
April, May, and June in Victoria. 0

